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ABOUT US 
Since its foundation in 2019, gained a strong reputation for providing reliable service for  suppliers 
and customers, and this was built through our constant innovation, maintaining our loyalty and our 
constant commitment to serving our customers who have needed solutions that have exceeded 
their expectations, Whether in terms of storing products, ensuring distribution, or customs 
clearance, Uruk Cargo will always make an extra effort to ensure that your products are in safe hands 
at all times. 
Derived its experience from a rich and varied experience through the mother company ZMC. And 
with a promising ambition and giant steps with a name who has his marketable reputation and 

credibility in the world of import, Export, and shipping to (Iraq, China, Emirates, Germany, and 
Turkey) which made us enjoy a resonant reputation that has its weight and commercial credibility in 
the market. 
 

MISSION 
 
Uruk Cargo exports and imports many 
exclusive products as well as raw materials, 
to  (Iraq, Emirates) as well as to many other 
states upon request, in the Arab or 
European countries, we ship (Clothes, 
shoes and bags, chemicals, machinery and 
bulky equipment, electrical materials, 

electronic devices, spare parts for cars, 
dyeing materials and brushes, plastic 
materials, and others...). 

VISION 

Our customers can be assured that the 
excellence and merit of the company make 
them receive the best products and 

services at competitive prices. 
Integrity develops trust, which is the 
cornerstone of a successful business. 
Our credibility in our field and dealings 
pushes us to a permanent commitment to 
helping our customers increase their sales 
opportunities and revenue. 

We continuously offer high-quality safe products at the best price 
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CUSTOMS CLEARANCE 
Our company and through its employees, preform customs clearance, providing all the solutions and 
all international outlets as well (import & export) and send it to our valued customers to the point of 
receipt, and to gain the trust of customers, we offer advice and assistance on how to package the 
shipment well for the safety of the cargo and to save money and effort. 
 

TURKEY 

  The international customs points where our branches are located 

We continuously offer high-quality safe products at the best price 

GERMANY 

OUR LINES AVAILABLE 

CHINA 

UNITED ARAB 
EMIRATES 

IRAK 
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SHIPPING DESTINATION 

 
Shipping to Iraq, UAE, KSA , And all over the world. 
  
  

Uruk services are as follows: Shipping, importing and exporting to Iraq, UAE and Saudi 
Arabia . 
 
“We also offer several other services to the rest of the world (as looking for sources of 
merchandize  and selecting prices that suit customers, payment method, delivery of 
goods, customs clearance, delivery through seaports and airports, and by road to 
neighboring countries).“ 
 

We continuously offer high-quality safe products at the best price 
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DOOR-TO-DOOR SERVICE 

"Our keenness on the convenience of 
the customer wherever he was made 
us create ways and means to relieve 
him of the trouble of additional 
expenses and concerns of customs 
clearance, we provided door-to-door 
shipping service and worked to 
provide excellent lines under the 

supervision of a professional and 
specialized team in this field, which 
we guarantee the arrival of your 
merchandise and your product that 
you acquired to the door of your 

home or business safely, without 
bother or effort.“ 
 
 
 

" To avoid the troubles and risks of not delivering the goods 
until the required amount is paid, our company guarantees 
the customer a convenient and safe payment method for 
his goods, which is the payment on delivery service, where 
the parcel is delivered 
Marked with Cash on delivery) in our warehouse, the 

recipient only has to pay for the goods.” 

We continuously offer high-quality safe products at the best price 

PAYMENT UPON DELIVERY 



   
 

       
 Shipping provides all import, export, and freight services (by 

Sea, land, and air) to the customer to all Arab and Western 
countries in record time at competitive prices, and delivered 
in record time, and this is what distinguishes us from other 
shipping companies. 
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OUR SERVICES 

                                                               To other countries like Iraq, UAE,         
                                                                and the rest of the world 

                                                             according to the request of our  
                                                               customers wherever they are. 

 

We export various products as 
well as raw material products 
from Turkey/Istanbul. 

The principal objective of us is to add maximum value to all companies and customers in general in their 
fields of specialization. 

We continuously offer high-quality safe products at the best price 
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TRANSPORTATION OFFERS 

AIR FREIGHT  

Due to the vital presence of our company and our 
branches that chose the most important 
economic, industrial and commercial areas in the 
world and because our customers are very special 
to us we are proud to provide them all services 
from receipt of goods with exact calculation and 
take into account the weight, size and the number 
of the expensive and precious holdings and this 

before sending it to the airport. 

SEA FREIGHT  

We provide sea freight for all types of goods to 
and from all over the world and both types 
(full containers, LCL retail containers)And this is 
through large networks and to all customers. We 
depend entirely on our professional and 
experienced team who speaks several languages 
(Arabic, English, German, Chinese, Pakistani, 
Indian), we have a special section for owners and 

suppliers of full containers (EX-Work, FOB), and 
LCL retail transport. 

Uruk Shipping provides all import, export, and freight services (by Sea, land, and air) 

LAND SHIPPING 

We have the ability to transfer all kinds of goods to 
customers who wish to transfer their goods and their 
possessions by road through our company that owns 

trucks equipped with the latest secure equipment, 
whether it is from the country of supply or the country 
of receipt, as well as providing all types of 
transportation and trucks required in terms of special 
transport conditions or weather conditions and 
temperature or volume. To arrive safely and properly 
until the delivery point, and payment at the point of 
delivery or upon receipt as appropriate to customers or 
suppliers, in international or local currencies. 

We continuously offer high-quality safe products at the best price 
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Intelligent System to all Customers  

“Building our bridge towards 
success” 

"The company has the advantage and feature of 
tracking shipments and goods remotely 
wherever you are and this is through our website 
which allows you to open an account  
and track your shipment through it or by 
uploading the company application that has been 
put at the disposal of all customers wherever they 
are, via IOS and Android smartphones systems, so 
that the customer can track their shipment and at 
all stages and be registered with him with all its 
details, where each customer has an own 
identification code containing his information 
from (name, address, phone number), and we can 
easily access from our strong and distinctive 
locations via shipping lines available from Istanbul 
Airport, Dubai Airport, Guangzhou , Iraq to all 
world..“ 
 
 
 

PROVIDE A TRACKING SYSTEM  

We continuously offer high-quality safe products at the best price 

Tracking  



“Expand your.. 

Business.. 

Around the world” 



)+90 (552 303 3411 

info@urukcargo.com 

Mehmet Nesih özmen Mah, Taflan , No:5A Güngören, 
Istanbul, Istanbul/Merter 34173, Turkey 

 www.urukcargo.com 

Let us help you grow your business with us today! 


